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A Blueprint for Revival! Many believers today yearn for an encounter with the supernatural. They hunger to experience the glory of God they’ve
only read about in the Bible. Joshua Mills believes that all Christians are intended to live, move, and operate within what he calls "glory realms."
Now Joshua opens up God's glory by explaining the different realms, spheres, and dimensions of the kingdom. He systematically builds a faith
framework in which the reader can begin to move into the glory of God with ease. Joshua breaks down our understanding of God’s glory into
three parts: first, moving in the Spirit, which is about understanding the different dynamics of faith, anointing, and God’s glory; second, moving
in the supernatural by recalibrating ourselves to heaven’s frequency, working with angels, and accessing the highest power of God’s glory so that
the miraculous dimension begins to manifest; and third, moving in the heavenlies, dealing with spiritual travel and prophetic encounters,
manifesting divine abundance, and living in heavenly revelation. Throughout, Joshua shares many unusual and extraordinary testimonies of God’s
glory working through uncommon signs and wonders, heavenly experiences, angelic appearances, and other manifestations of the miraculous,
Through his dynamic teaching and powerful testimonies, Joshua will not only help you understand God’s glory, he’ll also guide you into
experiencing and walking in the glory every day.
Samuel Rees Howells, A Life of Intercession: The Legacy of Prayer and Spiritual Warfare of an Intercessor by Richard A. Maton, Paul
Backholer and Mathew Backholer Rees Howells, a powerful intercessor, taught his son Samuel the principles of intercession and commissioned
him some weeks before his death, stating, “Whatever you do, stand and maintain these intercessions.” For the next fifty-four years, Samuel Rees
Howells exercised a powerful intercessory ministry as he focused prayer on gospel liberty, in order for the good news of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ to be given to every creature. With the mantle of intercession weighing heavily upon him, Samuel spent decades participating with others
in their own countries, in profound spiritual struggles that shook world events and shaped history for God’s glory! Discover how Samuel was led
by the Holy Spirit to exercise authority over the principalities and powers, and to ‘pray through’ until God’s purposes were fulfilled in many lethal
world conflicts. Learn how God still intervenes in world history, from the Korean War to the Cuban Missile Crisis, and from the Six-Day War to
the fall of the Soviet Union! Beginning in the days of Rees Howells, this book continues this powerful story of intercession and traces its
effectual legacy into the twenty-first century. Filled with principles of intercession, faith and spiritual warfare, this book provides a fascinating
insight into what is possible when the Holy Spirit finds an individual, who will stand in the gap and become a channel for His intercession.
Ezekiel 22:30, Romans 8:26-27, Ephesians 6:12. Richard A. Maton worked under Samuel’s ministry for forty-seven years and provides us with
an eyewitness account of Samuel’s life of intercession. Richard is married to Kristine who joined Rees Howells’ Bible College in 1936 and
prayed alongside him. Together Richard and Kristine spent more than 120 years at the College!
2 Chronicles 20:20 declares if you believe the prophets you will prosper. The Father Says Today presents you every day a breakthrough word that
will change your life and align you with God's blessings. Thousands have subscribed online to the Daily Prophetic Word from Prophet Russell
Walden. These daily prophetic words are personal and powerful downloads from the heart of the Father to your life.
The supernatural link between angels of fire and the coming move of Gods glory! The angelic host has been with us from the beginning. While
they are not often recognized by the human eye, they have been present all along and are vital to the work of God being fulfilled in the Earth.
When you learn how to recognize these unique angels and how they are operating, you will be able to participate with them to bring about the
accelerated healing, restoration, purification, and all of the other end-time signs of global Holy Spirit outpouring. Angels are preparing the way
for the greatest move of God in human history. Discover how you can join in with their preparation and experience this end-times outpouring
today! Candice Smithyman is a TV host, prophetic author, and supernatural minister. She carries a powerful revelation about the vital link
between the Angels of Fire, Gods end-time outpouring of glory, and how you fit into the unfolding of heavens history-making, world-shaking
agenda. Discover ancient truths about the angelic, such as how: Angels are Word-activated─not by human words, but by the Word of God.
Angels help bring Gods plans and purposes to pass in your life. Angels are assigned to a person at conception─often identified as guardian
angels. Angels cooperate with people, fulfilling divine assignments to see renewal and revival break out in the Earth. Angels participate in divine
healing: learn how to partner with their activity while praying for the sick. Angel activity, colors, and operations in the throne room of God will
stir your hunger to experience greater open-heaven encounters. Angels will be ushering in the end-time--revival and the more we know, the better
equipped we will be to participate with God as He returns
Moving in Glory Realms
REV. J. A. MacMillan's the Authority of the Intercessor & the Authority of the Believer
The Legacy of Prayer and Spiritual Warfare of an Intercessor
The Woman Question
Angels of Fire
Secret of Preparation
A Mighty Weapon of Spiritual Warfare You know that “there’s power in the blood,” just like the old
hymn says—but are you actually experiencing that power in your daily life? Join H. A. Maxwell Whyte
in this revealing exploration of the blessings to be found in Christ’s blood. As you delve deep into this
newly revised and expanded version of Whyte’s classic best seller, you will find out how to…
Experience God’s complete forgiveness Become spiritually empowered, equipped, and energized Break
the terrifying grip of fear and torment Create an atmosphere for miracles Defeat oppression,
addictions, and sickness Astounding results can take place in your life once you learn the value of this
vital yet little-wielded weapon in the believer’s arsenal and how God wants us to use it in coping with
life’s difficult situations. Discover the wonder-working power of the blood for yourself!
Oral Robers shares the vision God has given him concerning the future of the United States, the Jews,
the Christians and the world.
Secret of preparation on time is a crucial part of moving from emergency preparation to taking
advantage of the various seasons in your life to prepare for the next season. You can apply this
teaching to your personal life, career, family, church, business and whatever constitutes your life or
whatever is attached to your life. If you consistently build and prepare towards your destiny, career
etc. when the time of manifestation comes you will look stronger than somebody that really has
greater gifts and grace in his life but didn't prepare. I want you to make up your mind not to wait until
crisis comes before you begin to prepare on time. Don’t do emergency preparation in your life.
Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing
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the word of truth. 2 Tim. 2:15It started with a revelatation she received while peeling potatoes in her
kitchen in Oklahoma and listening to a message by Kenneth E. Hagin. Since that memorable day, Dr.
Billye Brim has studied and taught on the rules of Bible interpretation and the three groups of people
spoken of in scripture that are so important to understanding the Word of Truth.How to Rightly
Divide the Word will give you a firm foundation for your study of the Bible and help you to avoid the
errors that have done so much harm to the church over the centuries.
Smith Wigglesworth Devotional
The Authority of the Believer Study Guide
Prayer Secrets
The Father Says Today
The Power of The Tongue
The Authority of the Believer

Dr. Billye Brim began her study of Hebrew at a prestigious language school in Israel. Her
study of the language has equipped her to explore the deep meaning of the Hebrew
Scriptures. Here she starts at the root of the word ¿shalom¿ and examines the development
of the related words that have grown from it. There is more to the word than meets the
eye.
Words have played a vital role since the beginning of time. In the book of Genesis, God
created the world and everything in it with His words. Today, as believers, we have the
same God-like ability to speak those things which be not as though they were. Through
God's Word, Kenneth Copeland reveals the Bible secret of words and the vital importance
of using the tongue to create rather than destroy.
Much of what Billye Brim has learned about prayer in more than 30 years of her God-given
assignment to "help the prayers" she has put together in this book. It comes at this time
when the Lord needs the Body of Christ to work with Him in these days that the Bible
calls "the end of days." Some topics covered are:*Billye Brim's Prayer
Biography*Awakenings and How to Pray for an Awakening*Praying the Plans of God into the
Earth*Ruling over Satan and the Kingdom of Darkness*Praying in Tongues
This groundbreaking book deals with many of the perplexing issues regarding the role of
women in the Church and provides scriptural answers for the questions that plague the
Body of Christ.
The Power of the Blood
Discernment
How to Rightly Divide the Word
The Peace That Comes from Being Whole
The Essential Guide to Hearing the Voice of God
Secrets of Praying Heaven and Earth Together
We are living in such critical times today that it is imperative for believers to learn to use every tool
given to us by the Holy Spirit. We are called to be kingdom influencers--to discern the times in which
we live, to discern the moves of the Holy Spirit, and to discern angels and demons. With extensive
expertise and personal experience, prophetic leader Jane Hamon takes a deep dive, biblically and
practically, into one of the least known and most unused gifts of the Holy Spirit, covering the
following topics: - discerning the presence of God - discerning the times - discerning angels and
demons - discerning the hearts of people around you - acting wisely with what you discern - walking in
wisdom and balance - and more This book will help you operate in greater spiritual authority and walk
in wisdom as you help build God's kingdom on earth.
In Your Spiritual Authority Capps focuses his teaching on the believers identity in Christ. Readers will
learn that the name of Jesus gives believers authority in three worldsbeings in earth, beings under the
earth, and beings in heaven. God has restored the believers authority in the earth through the rebirth
of the human spirit and has given back that which Satan stole from Adam. This newly packaged
version of this breakthrough teaching will unleash new life and faith in the lives of believers.
I exhort therefore, that, first of all, supplications, prayers, intercessions, and giving of thanks, be
made for all men; For kings, and for all that are in authority; that we may lead a quiet and peaceable
life in all godliness and honesty. (1 Timothy 2:1-2)At the admonition of the Lord to study the
Awakenings in America in 2008, this unique book examines this directive, along with others. You will
learn:The history of spiritual Awakenings, and the people and eventsthat founded and preserved this
special nation. How they relate to the next great Awakening; including the Revival and prayer roots of
President Trump.The role of the Church in government affairs. Uniting the Body of Christ in the First
of All campaign.The success of this or any future administration falls primarily upon the shoulders of
the Body of Christ. Dr. Billye Brim has ministered this revelation thru the various platforms available
to her and has now written about it, believing the body of Christ can unite in this prayer effort and
overcome the enemy's plot to destroy us through division."America can finish her God-given course.
America can, will, and must reach her destiny. And that depends upon the prayers of God's people.
That depends on you and me." --Billye Brim
Fully revised and updated, this handbook shows readers how to exercise authority in the spiritual
realm, providing protection for themselves and others and transforming lives.
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The Authority of the Believe and How to Use It
One Year of Daily Prophetic Words
The Triumphant Church
The Ministry of Angels in End-Time Revival
The Power of the Blood of Jesus
The Wake-Up Call
The Power of the Blood of Jesus is a devotional written by Andrew Murray on Christian spirituality as he applies examples from
the Scripture. Andrew Murray was a South African pastor and Christian writer who considered missions to be the chief ed of the
church. Murray was one of the leading figures during the South African Revival of 1860. Today he is best remembered as a
writer of hundreds of Christian books, many of which are still widely read today including Abide in Christ, Absolute Surrender,
and With Christ in the School of Prayer.
Answering God s call, Smith Wigglesworth took God at His word̶with dramatic results. Sight was restored to the blind,
hearing to the deaf, health to the diseased, and mental wholeness to the insane. Some dead were even brought back to life. Your
faith will expand as you read Wigglesworth s challenging insights into faith-filled living. Like Wigglesworth, you will find that
you can… Dare to do exploits for God Quench your spiritual thirst Conquer fears that have defeated you Receive the Master s
healing touch Take authority over Satan Be an effective soul winner Find God s power for daily living As you daily explore these
truths from the Apostle of Faith, you will connect with God s glorious power, cast out doubt, build up your faith, and see
impossibilities turn into realities. Your prayer life will be transformed as you experience the joy of seeing powerful results when
you minister to others.
Tongues: Beyond the Upper Room looks at common objections to and misconceptions about tongues, scriptural purposes of
speaking in other tongues, common excesses, praying out God's plan, pressing into greater depths in prayer, guidelines to
receiving the Baptism in the Holy Spirit, and much more!
Rev. Kenneth E. Hagin's newest book, The Triumphant Church: Dominion Over All the Powers of Darkness is a comprehensive
biblical study on the subject of demonology. Rev. Hagin builds a thorough study from the Scriptures on the origins of Lucifer and
how Satan became the god of this world. Rev. Hagin shows the difference between oppression, obsession, and possession and
discusses various ways believers can give Satan access in their lives. The Triumphant Church will show you how to enforce
Satan's defeat in your life so you can live in the victory God intended for every believer. No longer will you have to try to "battle"
to a place of victory once you understand the authority that is yours in Jesus Christ. As a believer, you are seated in heavenly
places in Christ far above all powers and principalities now. So if you're not looking down on the devil, you're not high enough!
Come on up and sit in heavenly places in Christ where you belong. Learn how to take your place in Christ as the triumphant
Church-which is always a position of victory!
Shalom
How You Can Pray in the End of Days
Exploring Dimensions of Divine Presence
And My Call to Help the Prayers
Love Never Fails
First of All and the Awakenings

Rev Hagin shares inspiring anecdotes about great prayer warriors from the past: Charles Finney, George Whitfield, Smith
Wiggleworth, P.C. Nelson, and John G. Lake. Instead of arguing with the Bible, why don't you just side in with it?
Discover Pastor Paula's strength in her inspiring faith journey as well as your own spiritual gifts through her honest and
stirring story. Early in Paula's life, she didn't know God, but there was always a pull to something greater. Once she prayed
for salvation at the age of eighteen, Paula finally understood the meaning of grace and purpose, and realized God had
been taking care of her the whole time. Paula shares her journey of faith in Something Greater, what she calls "a love letter
to God from a messed up Mississippi girl." She details feeling led to a higher calling as a child, how she came to serve
others as a female pastor, and what led to being asked to become spiritual advisor to President Donald Trump. Something
Greater encourages readers to know and understand the "something greater" that is in all of them, and will teach them
how to cling to Jesus Christ in times of need and abundance.
Who is the one who overcomes the world, but he who believes that Jesus is the Son of God? 1 John 5:5 If you believe in
Jesus and have accepted the life He offers through the cross, then the world and its ways shouldn't be able to drag you
down. But do you still find yourself uncertain how to pray and experience victory? Pastor Tony Evans stands ready to help
you "put on the full armor of God" (Ephesians 6:11). In this collection of spiritual warfare prayers that correspond with each
piece of armor, you'll find hope for your struggles with... fear and anxiety broken relationships financial issues negative
habits and addictions pain and illness Satan's influence is not the final word for those who, through Jesus, overcome the
world. God has given you the resources you need to be victorious—and you can access them now through prayer!
The Key to success in life and ministry is in how closely we follow the leading of the Holy Spirit in our hearts. The Hearing
Heart is a treasury of revelation from the Head of the Church, Jesus Christ, for the Glorious Church for the end of these
last days. These revelations, given to Billye Brim, Sister Clara Grace, and Kenneth E. Hagin, will help you to understand
how to be led by the Spirit of God as Jesus was while on the earth.
Finding Triumph over Trials
The Hearing Heart
Practicing the Authority Jesus Gave Us
Israel in the Plan of God
Prayers for Victory in Spiritual Warfare
God Chasers Study Guide
Fire blazes from heaven, and a stone altar erupts in flame. So begins a spiritual awakening, the kindling of a
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revival fire still burning today. Beginning with Elijah and God's tremendous one-day revival of Israel, Wesley
Duewel tells stories of revivals spanning the globe from America to China to Africa, all brought by obedience and
heartfelt prayer. He illustrates how God has used revival fire through the centuries to revive the church and
reveal the glorious presence of the Holy Spirit.
In this fascinating autobiography, Billye Brim tells the story of her family's Pentecostal roots and how a Godgiven directive led her to build Prayer Mountain in the Ozarks.She also shares about:-The roots of Pentacost in
America at the beginning of the prophetic 20th century.-What made Tulsa such a spiritual city.-The importance
place of prayer in these last days.
Discover the power and the authority you've been given through Jesus Christ and learn to stand against the devil
in any situation. The Authority of the Believer study guide is the companion to the CD series.
The God Chasers Study Guide is designed to help you develop the principles set forth in the book. You can
appropriate the study guide for your own individual use or in a group setting. It is an excellent resource that will
encourage and direct your personal and corporate chase of the Lord.
The Road to Prayer Mountain
Your Spiritual Authority
Unseen Forces Beyond This World
Revival Fire
Something Greater
Learn To Use Your God-Given Rights To Live In Victory

David Baron was raised in a devout Jewish family and studied Hebrew in rabbinical school.
After completing his own study of the Scriptures, he converted to Christianity and
devoted himself to a twofold ministry: explaining Christianity to the Jews and explaining
the Jews to Christianity. These two objectives form the basis for his classic work Israel
in the Plan of God. Israel's past and future, from her national election by God to the
final judgment of her enemies, is covered in the balanced, biblical study of this astute
scholar.
If you read the entire passage, however, you'll see that Paul is contrasting the works of
the flesh with the works of the spirit. Actually it refers to the fruit of recreated,
born again human spirit.
The Authority of the Believer urges the faithful Christian to take utmost cognizance in
their deeds and words, that their closeness to the Lord be soundly affirmed each day. A
sublime series of reflections upon what it is to be a good Christian, ‘The Authority of
the Believer’ allows the reader to deeply contemplate. Reflecting on many of the greatest
lessons and deeds depicted in the Bible, together with experiences in his own life, John
MacMillan shows us just how powerful and capable a true believer in God can be. Faith,
purely held and defended against the temptations and distractions of life, is a tool of
immense use—the power of Christ and the Heavenly Lord can serve as a great support. John
A. MacMillan was a Canadian politician and a preacher who spent his younger years as an
emissary to the Chinese and Asian communities of Western Canada, spending time in both
Asia and North America where he spread the good word of Christ.
Can a believer really defeat the devil? Is it possible to live free from the fears and
worries of this world? Dr. Larry Ollison answers these questions with a resounding,
"Yes!" Leviticus 17:11 says, "For the life of the flesh is in the blood" Dr. Ollison
takes you step by step, scripture, by scripture into suck a revelation of faith that even
a young child can learn how to live the Christian life in victory. This book provides
every tool you need to confidently walk out the promises of God. You will never be afraid
to stand nose to nose with the devil again. It is a must-read for any believer who wants
to walk in the fullness of God's provision.
Supernatural Protection
Help! It's Dangerous Out Here
Life Is In The Blood
Samuel Rees Howells, A Life of Intercession
Beyond the Upper Room
Psalm 91 boldly declares "a thousand may fall at your side," but evil will not come near us-if
we trust in God. In the face of alarming newscasts rife with mass shootings, terrorist threats
and unprecedented natural disasters, can these ancient words actually apply to us today? Vikki
dares to answer yes: in case after case of real-life examples, she demonstrates the undeniable
reality of God's supernatural protection at work.
You may know it is Gods will to answer your prayers, yet often your prayers have gone
unanswered. Have you ever wondered the secrets of effective prayer? This small but mighty book
is your opportunity to learn those truths from someone who, as one minister put it, could pray
heaven and earth together. Throughout this book, Penny Riddle shares important lessons gleaned
from her praying grandmother, Mrs. Sylvia Patterson. She chronicles not only the many answers to
Sylvias prayers, but the prayer practices that brought her such success. These practices are
part of a legacy that continues to bless Penny and her family. Now Penny wants to share these
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secrets with you. Be inspired by the biblical wisdom of Sylvia Patterson, a woman whose
practical yet profound prayers yielded incredible results even in the midst of difficult
circumstances. And be encouraged because you can get the same kind of results by embracing these
Secrets of Praying Heaven and Earth Together.
Authority is delegated power.Jesus delegated the authority on the earth to His body on the
earth. Understanding this authority is of top importance in working with God in prayer in the
end of days.Christians have the authority to keep Satan from having high carnival in their homes
and families. Wherever demon forces are the culprits, we have the authority to keep them at bay.
But believers must know about it. And they must know how to operate in it.In the 1980s, Kenneth
E. Hagin told Billye Brim, ?As long as you are in this world, you can't keep weapons from being
formed against you, but you can keep them from prospering.' Since then, she has studied the
subject of the authority of the believer and learned to use it in her own life, family, and
ministry.In this special edition mini-book, Dr. Billye Brim gives practical instructions from
the Word of God on how we can rise up in the authority and power that is ours to do the work
that God intended we should do in the earth.
Discusses the profound power of the blood of Jesus and how important the work that Jesus did at
Calvary.
I Give You Authority
Prayer Can Change Your Marriage
Book of Ephesians
Tongues
The rapidly approaching end of the age is witnessing a tremendous increase in the activity of
the powers of darkness. These conditions are reacting strongly upon the great ministry of
Christ's Church. No longer are these concerned about the lost souls which wander in darkness;
their thought is centered on raising their social status and meeting their intellectual and
physical needs. They seek, in their own jargon, to "build a better world." But the world they
envision is one without a Savior. There are few subjects relating to the Christian life
concerning which there is so little exact knowledge as that of the Authority of the Believer.
This is not because such authority is the property only of a few elect souls. On the contrary,
it is the possession of every true child of God. It is one of the "all things received in
Christ." Its reception dates from the soul's contact with Calvary. John MacMillan was a Canadian
Presbyterian businessman who became involved with ministry to Chinese and Jewish people in
Toronto. Ordained at the age of 49, MacMillan and his wife traveled to China as missionaries
with The Christian and Missionary Alliance. He later became Field Director of the Christian and
Missionary Alliance in the Philippines.
Fern and Phillip Halverson's awe-inspiring book, Unseen Forces Beyond This World, will cause
readers faith to soar as they read the powerful testimonies of how the Spirit of God moved
mightily in lives of the people the Halversons have met over their years in ministry. This is a
book about miracles and unexplainable events that will encourage readers to grow in their faith
and walk with God.
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